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SecureSafe
The secure cloud solution
for your company

Secure file sharing for your company
Use our uniquely secure team safes to store, share and sync files
with your team, company or organization. Open as many team safes
as you need to share files with different teams, customers or
external partners. Safely invite members to your safes using a
one-time security code and assign different user rights to each
member. With the integrated activity journal and email notifications,
you stay up to date on important activities in each of your
team safes.

Protect files you send to partners and customers
With the SecureSend feature you encrypt and send files of up to
2 GB in size to any recipient of your choice. The recipient does not
need a SecureSafe account to download the files. This means
that you can send any business sensitive documents to external
partners or customer that do not use SecureSafe with ease of mind.

Password generator with automatic security check
Our integrated password manager ensures reliable password
protection, preventing any misuse. The built-in password generator
suggests strong passwords and informs users whether or not a
newly created password is secure. Together with our long-term
partner, Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW), we have
developed a method for creating strong passwords, which are
nonetheless easy to remember.

Enable a simple, secure workflow
Do members of your team need to view business-sensitive data
while on the go? With SecureViewer, they can open and view PDFs
and images without leaving any digital traces on the used device.
Need to add comments or a digital signature to a document before
sharing it with a partner or client? Simply use our PDF annotations
tool, which work on Android and iOS devices alike.

Data Inheritance in case of emergency
Data Inheritance helps surviving dependents to manage important
digital documents and login data, which belonged to the deceased.
Business partners make use of Data Inheritance in order to grant
their professional partners access to sensitive documents or to pass
on information about vital business processes, should something
happen to them.

Safely sync your business files
Sync shared files to grant all team members access to the latest
version of any file at all times. Our secure synchronization software
enables you to encrypt business files on each of the devices
you sync to so that only authorized people can access these.
Through the automatic storage of earlier document versions, all
file edits remain traceable. This is the safest, simplest way to
collaborate on business files.

What makes SecureSafe uniquely secure?
We guarantee high-level security through internationally recognized
encryption methods, triple redundant data storage and strong user
authentication. SecureSafe relies on two certified data centers, which
fulfill the requirements of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory
Authority FINMA. One of the data centers is located in a former military
bunker deep in the Swiss mountains.

About DSwiss AG
The SecureSafe online file storage system was developed in 2008
by the Swiss company, DSwiss AG. The company is a renowned and
leading provider of highly secure digital services, with its headquarters based in Zurich. DSwiss‘ client portfolio includes numerous
banks, insurance companies and security service providers.
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